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Christian Ministry and Training (CMT) Course Materials Agreement
1. CMT uses notes written by Gerald Rowlands and the late David Cartledge to deliver Christian
Ministry Courses.
2. CMT has written and developed Assessment that corresponds to notes written by Gerald Rowlands
and David Cartledge. The legal copyright for the Assessment materials rests solely and completely
with CMT.
3. Gerald Rowlands makes his notes freely available to anyone wanting to us them. CMT has
formatted Gerald’s notes to standardise the appearance and makes this reformatted version of the
notes available to CMT students and to others wanting to use the notes.
4. CMT is the caretaker, publisher and distributor of the notes written by David Cartledge. This
arrangement is endorsed by David’s widow Marie Cartledge.
5. Gerald and David’s notes are downloadable free of charge from the CMT website.
6. CMT provides a printed copy of Gerald and David’s notes as a service to anyone wanting to use the
assessment developed by CMT in conjunction with the notes. The fee charged by CMT for this
covers staff time, paper and printing, and contributes to the cost of the development of the
assessment materials.
7. Anyone using the notes formatted and published by CMT must not modify the content, remove
content, or alter their appearance in any way, including the front and back cover pages and
anything in between.
8. Anyone using the CMT Assessment cannot modify the appearance of the assessment including the
branding of the assessment with the CMT logo. However the content (wording) of the assessment
tasks may be modified PROVIDING that:
 CMT is provided with a copy of all modified versions
 CMT is able to freely use the modified versions for whatever purposes CMT chooses including
its own training and including the provision of the modified versions to other providers
 The copyright for the modified versions of the assessment rests with CMT
I / we understand and agree to the information and terms provided above:
Legal Name:
Australian Business Number (ABN):
Trading Name:
Postal Address:
Street Address of Registered Office:
Person legally responsible for this Agreement:
Email:
Mobile Phone:

Signature:_________________________________________________________ Date:____________

